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Sure, art fairs have their faults—but they also have their benefits. Chief among the latter is the 
ability to get to know a bevy of new-to-you artists from galleries across the country and around 
the world in the space of one afternoon. There are plenty such artists who deserve your atten-
tion at this year’s Art Basel Miami Beach. But we’ve narrowed it down to six figures who hap-
pen to be reaching new heights in their careers right now and who create work that specifically 
benefits from an in-person encounter. Get a primer on these talented creators below. 

AMBERA WELLMANN 

Who: Born in 1982 in Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, Wellmann is an inventive painter whose work 
takes inspiration from Surrealism and Romanticism—only to give it a slightly perverted twist. 
Her work walks the line between beautiful and grotesque—and that seems to be just where 
she likes it. Wellmann has said that she has had an interest in the “uncanny” for her entire life. 
“The uncanny is all about sex and death,” she said in a 2017 interview. “I just love that stuff.” 

Based in: New York, New York 

The Class of 2021: Meet 6 Fast-Rising Artists Having Star Turns at 
This Year’s Art Basel Miami Beach 
From a legendary choreographer finally gaining recognition in the mainstream art 
world to a young tapestry phenom, here's who to watch.

Ambera Wellmann, Strobe, (2021). Image courtesy of the artist and Company Gallery, New York.
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Notable Resume Lines: Wellman, who is represented by Company Gallery in New York and 
K-T-Z (Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler) in Berlin, is represented in the collections of the Columbus 
Museum of Art and the X Museum in Beijing. Her work was also recently the subject of a solo 
show at Shanghai’s Pond Society. Her monumental painting—full of amorphous bodies, col-
lage-like cut-outs, and an El Greco-esque landscape backdrop—is in the latest edition of the 
New Museum Triennial, “Soft Water Hard Stone” (through January 23). 

Where to See It: Company Gallery’s booth at Art Basel Miami Beach 

Prices: The gallery declined to comment, but her work was on offer at the Independent art fair 
in 2020 for around $13,500. 
Fun Fact: After winning the Joseph Plaskett Award, which pays for an artist to relocate to Eu-
rope for one year, Wellmann moved to Berlin. She explained that she chose the city because 
of its proximity to Meissen, a town known for producing some of the world’s best porcelain. 
Wellmann had explored porcelain as a subject in her paintings for years.  
Up Next: Her work will be included in a 2022 group exhibition at ICA Boston entitled “A Place 
For Me: Figurative Painting Now”
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